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Secure Tools

Some tools are secure when used correctly:
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Insecure Tools
Other tools are not qualified to house PHI unless you 
have a special agreement:
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Insecure Tools
Other tools are not qualified to house PHI unless you 
have a special agreement:

HIPAA AND HITECH
“Qualtrics provides general research software and other 
services where all data are processed equally, without regard to 
how a Customer might classify their data. As such, Qualtrics 
cannot declare or represent any data entered into its services. 
Any processing of specific data types is purely incidental, and 
not required to use the services.

“HITECH (Health Information Technology for Economic and 
Clinical Health Act) updated HIPAA rules to ensure that data are 
properly protected and best security practices followed. 
Qualtrics safeguards all Customer data and uses secure data 
centers to ensure the highest protection as per HITECH 
requirements.” 6
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REDCap
Research Electronic Data Capture 

HIPAA compliant

Data stored on servers at the college
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REDCap
Research Electronic Data Capture 

HIPAA compliant

Data stored on servers at the college

Can be used for surveys and data entry

Extensive user rights
Can control who sees what (de-identified)
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REDCap Vocabulary

Field = single question
Instrument = collection of questions
Project = collection of instruments

Data Entry = internal in REDCap with the ability 
to go back and adjust the data
Survey = is released to be filled out by individuals 
with the proper link
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REDCap

Need to sign up for an account
https://redcap.cehs.usu.edu/surveys/index.php?s=MDNHMDKPNM

Sign in
https://redcap.cehs.usu.edu
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REDCap

Some nice things:

1. Logic = can use branching logic for the questions 
2. Piping = using answers provided previously in another 

question or answer option 
3. Automatic De-identification = data export and user rights
4. Longitudinal Designs = automatic scheduling, great data 

organization 
5. Mobile App = offline mobile app data entry 
6. Data Dictionary = automatic data dictionary creation (and it is 

useful in creating the project)
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REDCap

Similarly to Qualtrics, REDCap provides a 
link that can be easily included on your 
website
• Can customize somewhat

Survey can be highly customized to work
with your website’s design
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REDCap

More Information: 

tysonbarrett.com/redcap

tyson.barrett@usu.edu
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